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Modelling strategy effectiveness with resource profit ratio 

integrals 

Abstract 

Strategy is an organizational tool to plan resources, investments and future 

goals for determining wanted forthcoming state of a company or 

organization. Strategy often includes future visions and goals in a developing 

operational environment. We shall now consider a question of comparing 

strategies via investments and profits in a commensurate way. We begin by 

describing a process of strategy formation in a modular way and focus our 

study to mathematical modeling of strategy effectiveness. It could be a 

valuable advantage for comparing alternative strategies or more likely to find 

the most efficient strategy with available resources. We shall propose a 

method for an analytic comparison of strategies over given time period. As 

our best knowledge, continuous analysis over time scale would offer a new 

insight to study effectiveness of a strategy.  We shall generalize net present 

value (NPV) of continuous systems, well known in economics, to cover 

resources and outcomes generally.  The approach is applicable in comparing 

competitive strategies, e.g. two side conflicts or alternative strategies of 

given organization. The Game Theory is intrinsically present since the own 

resource usage affects to the opponent's choices in considering competitive 

actors. New insight is to consider mathematically strategy effectiveness for 

strategy comparison.  
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